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OracleToDB2 is a database migration utility that provides a powerful migration interface to move Oracle database
data into IBM DB2. It can be used to convert Oracle databases into databases compatible with DB2, including
databases in i5, v7.1 and later releases. The database migration utility supports Oracle databases in the OCI, OCI8
and TCP/IP connection types. It supports the Unicode character set for Unicode, simple and compound character
sets for UTF-8. It also supports the Oracle character set for Latin-1, Varchar, Numeric, Double, Number, and
Character data types. OracleToDB2 Benefits: • Can be used to transfer Oracle database data into DB2 databases.
• Can be used to automate database export. • Supports multiple tables at the same time. • Can be used to perform
scheduled tasks. • Includes a sample database in the installation package. • Can be used to migrate Oracle
databases in i5, v7.1 and later releases. • Supports Unicode, simple and compound character sets for UTF-8. •
Supports the Oracle character set for Latin-1, Varchar, Numeric, Double, Number, and Character data types. •
Supports the Oracle connection types, OCI, OCI8 and TCP/IP. • Supports Unicode, simple and compound
character sets for Unicode. • Compatible with DB2 databases in the i5, v7.1 and later releases. OracleToDB2
Disadvantages: • On Windows only. • File, command and batch scripts are unsupported. • Data type conversion is
not supported. Hotfix File size 42.53 KB Installs 32 Date 07/28/2018 Hotfix ID Oracle To
DB2-OBD-2018-0728-01-25 Description OracleToDB2 is a tool that helps you to migrate all of your data from
an Oracle database to a DB2-compatible one. It is suitable for both advanced users and beginners. It can be used
to transfer Oracle databases into databases compatible with DB2, including databases in i5, v7.1 and later releases.
The tool is capable of transferring data from multiple tables at the same time. It can be used to migrate Oracle
databases in the OCI, OCI8 and TCP/IP connection types. This OracleToDB2 snapshot is compatible with the
Oracle database character set in Latin-1,
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OrcaDB2 Oracle to DB2 Migration is a quick and easy conversion tool. It allows a migration from Oracle to DB2,
without the need to write any scripts. Oracle users with limited experience can use the application with a few
simple steps to convert data to DB2 or reverse the process to import DB2 data to Oracle. OrcaDB2 Oracle to DB2
Migration is an easy-to-use piece of software that provides users with the possibility to migrate all of their data
from an Oracle database to a DB2-compatible one. The tool comes with an intuitive interface that allows users to
transfer their data to a new database in a simple and straightforward manner. It is suitable for both advanced users
and beginners. Right from the start, the software application requires for users to provide their Oracle credentials
for connecting to the databases (user name and password), along with the connection type (OCI or TCP/IP).
Unicode can be either used or disregarded. For DB2 mode, it's necessary to specify the protocol used (TCP/IP or
standard), along with the hostname, port number, database name, usename, password and Unicode mode. The
database conversion application makes it easy for users to convert their data immediately or to schedule tasks to
be performed at particular times. It has been designed with support for importing from table to table, as well as
from query to table. Moreover, it can work with multiple tables at the same time and can be used to automate
export tasks, for increased convenience. Sessions can be saved to file and later opened to pick up where work was
left off. OracleToMySQL is an easy-to-use piece of software that provides users with the possibility to migrate all
of their data from an Oracle database to a MySQL-compatible one. The tool comes with an intuitive interface that
allows users to transfer their data to a new database in a simple and straightforward manner. It is suitable for both
advanced users and beginners. Right from the start, the software application requires for users to provide their
Oracle credentials for connecting to the databases (user name and password), along with the connection type (OCI
or TCP/IP). Unicode can be either used or disregarded. For MySQL mode, it's necessary to specify the protocol
used (TCP/IP or standard), along with the hostname, port number, database name, usename, password and
Unicode mode. The database conversion application makes it easy for users to convert their data immediately or
to schedule tasks

What's New In?

OracleToDB2 is an easy-to-use piece of software that provides users with the possibility to migrate all of their
data from an Oracle database to a DB2-compatible one. The tool comes with an intuitive interface that allows
users to transfer their data to a new database in a simple and straightforward manner. It is suitable for both
advanced users and beginners. Right from the start, the software application requires for users to provide their
Oracle credentials for connecting to the databases (user name and password), along with the connection type (OCI
or TCP/IP). Unicode can be either used or disregarded. For DB2 mode, it's necessary to specify the protocol used
(TCP/IP or standard), along with the hostname, port number, database name, usename, password and Unicode
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mode. The database conversion application makes it easy for users to convert their data immediately or to
schedule tasks to be performed at particular times. It has been designed with support for importing from table to
table, as well as from query to table. Moreover, it can work with multiple tables at the same time and can be used
to automate export tasks, for increased convenience. Sessions can be saved to file and later opened to pick up
where work was left off. Features: + Simple and intuitive graphical user interface + Runs on Windows, Linux,
Mac, Solaris and on major Unix platforms + Support for Oracle 9i and 11g and DB2 5.3 and 6.1, versions +
Supports Unicode - provides support for UTF-8, UTF-16, UCS-2 and UCS-4 strings + New features - Import
from table to table, import queries to tables, export to file, auto backup, print reports, perform checks and fixes
on your data + Support for Copy, Merge, Replace, Sample data and Sample tables + Export files can be
previewed to check that the conversion was successful + Uses the open connection with Oracle commands, which
can be run on the Oracle database server + Option to import or export objects with classes + Option to connect to
multiple databases in one session + Import from Oracle to DB2 databases + Import of tables, views, queries,
triggers and functions + Selection of objects to import or export + Import and export from DB2 using OLEDB,
DB2Direct, DB2 ODBC, DB2 JDBC or ODBC + Schemas can be defined in the Oracle database + Database to
database conversion using Import, Export or from Query to Table + Performs character set conversion + Support
for Java + Support for XML + Full Unicode support for data, schema and objects + Support for OCI and TCP/IP
+ Supports ODBC and JDBC Notes: OracleToDB2 requires Oracle to be installed on the server with support for
Unicode. Oracle is automatically detected during installation. In case of
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System Requirements:

* Windows 10 or later * Dual-Core Processor * 1 GB of RAM * 1024MB of hard disk space * DirectX 9.0
compatible video card * 7-Zip installed and available * Internet access * Optimized graphics for Windows 7, 8,
8.1 and 10: Windows 7: * GeForce GTS 450 * AMD Radeon HD 7850 * NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 * AMD
Radeon HD 7970 Windows 8, 8.1 and 10
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